
 

Sumi Smart & Connected Buildings 

www.sumismart.com 

one of the leading independent digital building integrator companies in Belgium. Many  railway stations, government 
buildings, industry buildings, hotels, universities, schools, hospitals ,concert halls, etc. are operating in better sustainable 
way thanks to the contribution of the Sumi-team.  We are a one-stop B-to-B-desk for big technical contractors and public 
and private real estate owners. We help them with all necessary hard- and smartware, engineering, programming, 
commissioning, maintenance and optimization services. We work with some of the best worldwide digital building partners 
and complement their tools with hands-on user friendly solutions developed by our own R&D engineers. Our market-leading 
digital multi-site SHOPCONTROLLER-Platform  is optimizing the hundreds of installations of many of the most important 

retailers and food-retailers and of 550 stations of  the Belgian Railways NMBS/SNCB. www.shopcontroller.be 

To strengthen our BMS/HVAC team we are reaching out for a  

Senior Building Automation Engineer - HVAC 
Programming, Configuration, Service 

 
 
Role : 
Co-operate in a multidisciplinary team of  automation engineers to realize important and fascinating projects with national 
and international appearance. 

Our team is programming, parameterizing, and commissioning Building Management Systems like EcoStruXure, Desigo etc 
and linking them with the HVAC/Elec/Fire/Security/etc controls through protocols like  BACNet, Modbus, KNX, DALI, M-
Bus, MQTT, etc, We conceive graphical User Interfaces and link them with IP, IoT, network-environments and databases. 

In this job you will focus on projects where you realize a performing automation for HVAC that is needlessly linked with the 
overlaying Digital Building Platform. You ‘ll work in our offices, from home, and of course, in the buildings of our customers.  

You are ready to meet productivity targets, keep error margins under control and to consider problem solving as a 
challenge as not as a threat. 

General competences  : 
Flexible and polyvalent personality with minimal 3 years of proven track record in building automation programming.  

Programming and HVAC our components of your DNA, digital buildings are one of your passions.  Efficient in 
communication, internally and externally. Good insight in the organization of the construction process with all the actors 
that are concerned. 

Dynamic SME-team-spirit. Professionality and focus on result and customer satisfaction. Humor is a necessity.. 

Knowledge 
Bachelor (or equivalent through exoerience) or Master in digital or smart building, (building) automation, energy 
technology, measure&control technology, HVAC, Cooling, Electro-technics, Electro-mechanics, of equivalent 
Knowledge and experience with HVAC-regulation is key. Experience with different building automation protocols, networks, 
IoT, other control systems is useful. . We are not looking for a superman, but if you can offer proven experience in some of 
the key competences, and you are a strong performer, we’ll take you up to another level.  

Offer 
High Salary for high performance. Company Car. Attractive extra-legal advantages. Mutual flexibility. Send your CV and your 
motivation today to stef@sumismart.com  

mailto:stef@sumismart.com

